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confiscation of their revenues. The details, however, become the basis not only 

for understanding the persistent assault on the church by the state but more 

importantly for appreciating a revitalized religious establishment's vigorous 

defense against the state's relentless demands. Brading's narrative takes 

various paths, determined by his desire to let the documents tell as much of 

the story as possible. Yet each chapter offers conclusions designed to help the 

reader see how these paths have some common underlying characteristics. 

By the author's own admission, this book on late Bourbon religious 

life has "a more introductory character" (p. xii) than his other works on 

Bourbon Mexico, and as such it succeeds. Those interested in a more 

analytical approach to reform within the church or conflict between church and 

state may find the evidence too anecdotal. A dispute between a priest and his 

curate, or a report for a single year on diocesan finances, may highlight some 

important changes without actually demonstrating how deep and extensive 

these changes were. Further, there is the problem of time and place: it remains 

unclear whether the growing alienation between church and state was mainly 

a manifestation of developments in Michoacan or whether similar events were 

taking place in other colonial dioceses. 

If we accept Brading's own injunction that this book should be read 

along with other recent church histories, we have a thoughtful and at times 

penetrating inquiry into the changing nature of Bourbon Mexico's religious 

life. 

Richard L. Gamer 

Department of History 

Pennsylvania State University 
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